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Abstract: Collaboration has been common in workplaces in various engineering settings and in our
daily activities. However, how to effectively engage collaborators with collaborative tasks has long
been an issue due to various situational and technical constraints. The research in this paper addresses
the issue in a specific scenario, which is how to enable users to interact with public information from
their own perspective. We describe a 3D mobile interaction technique that allows users to collaborate
with other people by creating a symmetric and collaborative ambience. This in turn can increase their
engagement with public displays. In order to better understand the benefits and limitations of this
technique, we conducted a usability study with a total of 40 participants. The results indicate that
the 3D mobile interaction technique promotes collaboration between users and also improves their
engagement with the public displays.

Keywords: usability testing; cooperative application; mobile devices; 3D mobile interaction;
3D user interfaces

1. Introduction

The presence of interactive displays in public spaces is no longer uncommon [1]. This prevalence
has caused people to become reliant on them to get information for various purposes. For example,
a touch display is installed at the entrance of a shopping mall for customers to find information,
contact details and floor locations of all the retail stores, service providers, cafés and restaurants. Public
displays can be also seen in urban spaces and public areas to display commercial advertisements or
information such as a street map. Despite their usefulness in our everyday environments, how to
effectively engage users with public displays has long been a research topic. Parra et al. [2] conducted
a field study and found that interactive displays may be effective in capturing attention, but this
does not necessarily mean users will be guided toward achieving the specific goal of the display.
Hosio et al. [1] suggested that for public displays to sustain engagement over extended periods of
time, it is important to use appropriate techniques and input modalities to motivate users. However,
much of the attention of current research has been paid to public displays that focus on individual
activities, isolating users from each other. This characteristic is one of the reasons why, as a medium,
interactive public displays have problems holding a user’s attention [3].
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We propose a 3D mobile technique using augmented reality (AR) technologies [4,5] that allow
users to collaboratively interact with public displays in real time. AR enables content created by 3D
modeling tools such as Autodesk 3ds Max and Blender to be spatially interacted with in real-world
three-dimensional space. It uses the screen of mobile devices as a way to give individual users
a unique perspective of the information on the public display and at the same time is a tool that lets
users interact with that information. It is believed that these characteristics afford users the ability to
collaborate with other people by creating a collaborative ambience that can increase their engagement
with public displays.

In this article, we describe the proposed 3D mobile interaction technique and report on a usability
study that was conducted to understand the differences between the proposed technique and
traditional public display interactions. The usability study was based on a real-world scenario,
in which users had to plan a hiking trip around Cradle Mountain in Tasmania, Australia. Results
show that using the mobile device screen to give users unique points of view of the same content with
private information creates new forms of collaboration. Results from the experiment also show that
using these tools to achieve collaboration allows for the enhancement of user engagement with public
displays. These results confirm that engagement can happen if users are involved with sociable and
dedicated activities [6].

This paper is an extended version based on its conference paper [4] and is organized as follows:
the next section describes the state of the art in the area of user experimentation with public displays
for general use and collaboration. Section 3 presents the proposed 3D mobile interaction. Section 4
describes the usability study. Section 5 presents a discussion of the usability test results. Finally,
the paper finishes with Section 6, where the conclusions are presented and future work in this area
is discussed.

2. Related Work

Previous studies conducted with public displays can be classified into two types. The first type refers
to those that investigate the individual user experience around public displays (e.g., [7]). The second
type of study is about enabling collaboration around public displays and creating interaction techniques
that allow multiple users to share and participate in common activities (e.g., [8,9]).

2.1. Individual User Experience

There have been three types of public display interaction previously explored. Kurdyukova et al. [7]
classify these as gestural, touch, and mobile interactions. Gestural interaction entails moving the body or
moving a tool in front of the public display (e.g., [10]). Touch interaction allows the use of a tool or the
body to control the public display by touching it. The third category—mobile interaction—uses a mobile
device as a remote control of the public display.

One aspect that puts constraints in the creation of a positive individual user experience is that
public displays can be used by any person. Different users have different backgrounds, thus having
different preferences when it comes to experience [3]. Kurdyukova et al. [7] compared user experience
when those three interactions were used. It was found that users preferred to remain discreet while
being able to control the display from a distance. They also found that there was a need to minimize
physical motion while interacting with the screen, and that users preferred to have an overview of
the whole screen at all times. In other words, an interaction technique for public displays needs to
give users the freedom to choose any position to interact with the screen. Moreover, users would
like an interaction technique that can change between touching the display and using mobile devices
depending on the situation.

Another aspect that needs to be taken into consideration when designing interactions for public
displays is the need to keep interactions easy enough for all users to be able to understand them,
as public display users do not always have the time or the will to learn new interaction techniques.
Therefore, one challenge of public displays regarding user experience is the need to give users input
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expressiveness [11]. In other words, enabling natural input is made by letting users use familiar skills
or movements to control the public display. Research has been done to explore mobile interactions that
use a mobile device with a touch screen to control the public display. For example, Hyakutake et al. [12]
and Baldauf et al. [13] utilized the mobile device screen as a private screen. Brignull and Rogers [14]
proposed to point the mobile device camera to the public display and control the content directly on
the mobile device screen, thus giving both input expressiveness and privacy at the same time.

2.2. Collaborative User Experience

A public display’s setting means it is difficult to foresee the way users will interact with it [15].
An interaction can start and end without notice, can happen in groups or individuals, and can be
affected by everything happening around the public display. Technologies have been developed to
address this challenge, but they require extra setup as shown by Matsushita and Rekimoto [16] and
Clayphan et al. [17].

Mobile devices have been used before to create an easy-to-set collaborative public display
experience. These interactions use mobile devices as a way to personalize a user’s experience
by giving private feedback, showing private information, and transferring content using a Wi-Fi
connection. Three examples that use mobile interactions with public displays are systems reported
by Reid, et al. [18], Scheible and Ojala [19], and Lucero et al. [20]. These systems all separate the
interactions into two distinct steps. In the first step, users will use the mobile device to do an action,
and in the second step, that action may be shared with all participants of the activity using the public
display. For example, in [20], interacting users used the mobile device to create comic strips in groups
of three, and then they sent that comic strip to a public display via Wi-Fi. In the end, individual users
voted for the best comics displayed on the public display using their mobile devices.

2.3. Summary

Based on this literature review, we can see that using mobile devices as an interaction tool keeps the
setup to interact with public displays to a minimum. This in turn lets users start an interaction quickly
and easily, thus increasing the possibility for it to happen. Mobile devices have other advantages.
For example, their screen gives users the ability to keep some of the information private, and most
users are already familiar with touch gestures. However, when analyzing the literature about the use
of mobile devices to create collaboration around public displays, we found there exists a separation
between the mobile device screen and the public display screen, as users are guided to pay more
attention to one of the screens. This separation limits the way users can interact with each other as
each user can see the same information all the time and their main attention is on their own mobile
device. Other features of mobile devices such as entertainment and input expressiveness have also not
been fully explored in this setting, as most interaction techniques focus solely on touch gestures.

3. 3D Mobile Interaction

We propose a 3D mobile interaction based on augmented reality (AR) technologies to take
advantage of the two screens available in order to make collaboration around public displays fluid.
Instead of making users focus on the mobile device screen or the public display we connect both screens,
creating a multidimensional space where 3D content could exist outside the public display. Special
attention was given to create tools that users could utilize to collaborate with other users without the
need to depend on those users, i.e., tools that allow for interactions to start and finish independent of
the other users. This is an important characteristic for public display users [3]. Additionally, successful
characteristics of other interactions were incorporated, mostly the use of the mobile device’s camera
to give input expressiveness to the interaction techniques, and the use of the mobile device screen to
display private information.

Based on the need to link two different screens, i.e., the public display and the mobile device screen,
we designed for three different layers of information visualization (see also Figure 1)—the public
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layer, virtual layer, and private layer. Our conceptual model was based on the model of Lee et al. [21]
for various screens that not only visualize information individually, but also allow for layers of
visualization that work together and complement each other to form a single information/virtual space.
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Figure 1. Interaction space outlining three different visual layers in a 3D space, i.e., a private layer,
a virtual layer, and a public layer.

Each individual layer has a unique function in the overall interaction. The public layer has
information accessible by all of the people around the public display with or without a mobile device.
Its working space is on the public display screen, as is typically the case with a normal static or
interactive public display. The virtual layer is the space formed between the mobile device and the
public display. Here, users that are seeing the public display through their mobile device, can see and
interact with public 3D content spatially stabilized in the real world. As the content is superimposed
on top of the real world, the physical location of the user(s) around the public display gives them
a unique point of view of the content. Finally, the private layer working space is on the mobile
device screen, and is where information personalized to each user is presented. This information is
private and secure, as it is only visible and accessible on each individual mobile device screen. Using
these three interaction layers, the 3D mobile interaction with public displays creates a collaborative
ambience around the display. In this space, users have two interaction layers, public and virtual, where
the content is available for all users and where they can collaborate together and see each other’s
contributions. Additionally, there is the private layer, where users have their own personalized user
interface, thus giving them the ability to privately navigate through content. In addition to giving
users visual feedback for each input, the mobile device can provide users also with audio and haptic
clues after they perform an action. This means the users can have a shared space where they can
concurrently work together, but with the option to exit that space at any given moment to continue
their own exploration of the public display content alone.

3.1. System Development

The proposed prototype for 3D mobile interactions for public displays was developed using
Unity 3D and the C# programming language. It follows server–client architecture and has four main
components. The first component is the tracking module that determines the location of nearby mobile
devices relative to the public display. The Vuforia Unity 3D extension, an AR software library, was
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used to provide the core tracking capability. The second component is the spatial mapping module
that spatially correlates the interaction/touch surface of the mobile devices to the surface area of
the large displays. The third component is the processing and communication module, in which
an authoritative server controls the client’s connection to the public display. The server is in charge
of making sure that all clients are updated on the actions of the other clients and that personalized
feedback is given to each client depending on their action. The fourth component is the user gestures
module, which utilizes existing multitouch user interaction available on mobile devices. After the
multitouch interaction is processed on the mobile device, a command-based input is sent through
a Wi-Fi network to the server to execute the command input such as repositioning.

The implementation of the virtual layer, where the collaborative ambience resides, uses the four
previously described modules that link the virtual layers created by each client together with the server.
Each client has a unique private layer that enables them to see the changes made to the content and
to bring that content (especially 3D content) outside the public display screen. To interact with that
content, the tracking module spatially maps the user’s touch in 2D coordinates with the 3D space
inside the public display. This is achieved by superimposing a 3D transparent grid that covers the
whole screen surface in front of the entire public display’s background. When the user touches the
screen, a raycast from the camera to the client grid is sent from the user’s input position. If the raycast
hits a tile from the grid, the tile name is sent to the server. After the position is obtained, a second
raycast is sent from the server tile position to the specific client position, values that previously are sent
to the server. When either the first raycast or the second raycast hits an object, this object is selected by
the client who sends the input. The method described above is shown in Figure 2.
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Once the object is selected, its coordinate system changes to mimic the coordinate system of the
client’s device. This is achieved by copying the rotation values of the client, depending on the rotation
of the client, the angle changes and the selected object will be moved. Therefore, if the client is not
parallel to the public display, the selected object will be brought out from the public layer into the
virtual layer and a 3D model of the object is created in each client with the same transformation values.

3.2. Interaction Design

The design of the proposed 3D mobile interaction is guided by the visualization technique
called content augmentation. This is a technique that follows an augmented reality approach that
superimposes private 2D and 3D content on the public display onto a specific position and scale,
so that it can be easily related to the content displayed on the public layer. Users see this augmented
content on their private screens depending on the settings they have and the area of the public display
they are seeing. The interaction with this content is achieved by using the interaction technique called
content manipulation, in which touch gestures translate and rotate the content. Additionally, using
a Magic Lenses metaphor proposed by Bier et al. [22], a multiple view interaction technique gives
users the ability to see all the faces of content in 3D, by moving the mobile device around it. This also
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empowers users to increase or decrease the content size of 2D content by reducing or increasing the
distance between the mobile device and the public display.

This multiple-layer approach could lead to having multiple objects on screen at the same time.
Therefore, the user interface design was focused on giving users a clean screen. The main goal was
to let users see the content on the three interaction layers without overlaying information. Figure 3
shows the user interface layout divided in four sections. Three sections of extra information with
server connection buttons (1); log information (2); input buttons (3); and an input area (4). The buttons
are grouped together and their visual style and position on the screen corresponds to the frequency
the user will be needing them.
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Each button has a different functionality linked to a different interaction technique. The content
modification and content creation interaction techniques are achieved with the buttons: “delete content”
and “create content”. Both interactions work in the private layer, where users can previsualize the
result of their action in private before making it public using the content transfer interaction techniques.
In the prototype, this transfer is achieved by using the transfer button. An extra button, “store content
for future use”, helps users to retain the information from the public layers on their mobile device.
The last button, “see more information”, was created as a way to give users different points of view
from the information on the public display. To avoid clutter on the screen, the more the info button is
used, the more button leads to the extra information appearing as markers on the map. If users want
to explore that information, they need to select the icon, which reveals the information available for
that place. In this manner, users have a way to individually explore the content of the public display
without interrupting other users’ activities. They can however at that same time talk together about
the content, thus creating collaboration with those around them.

At the center of the screen (in Figure 3 area (4)) is the touch input area. It is where the content
manipulation interaction technique occurs and users use common touch input gestures to interact
with the public display content. The available interaction techniques in the prototype are shown
in Figure 4; these are: one finger touch and select, one finger drag and translate, two fingers scale,
and two fingers rotate.
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All of these content manipulation interaction techniques (selection, reposition/translation, scale,
and rotation) can be achieved either in 2D or 3D depending on the mobile device position to the public
display. This approach facilitates the understanding of the movement in 6DOF, as the user always
moves the object in two axes, but depending on the view the final result changes. All these interaction
techniques give users the ability to manipulate and interact with 6DOF, as they are tools that can create
a fluid collaborative ambience that is integrated with the real world.

4. Experiment

The study focused on answering the following two research questions:

(1) Can the proposed 3D mobile interaction increase the level of engagement to the content displayed
on the public display?

(2) How can the proposed 3D mobile interactions enable collaboration among users of public displays?

These research questions were based on the ability of the 3D mobile interaction to create a collaborative
ambience for collaborators to interact with each other around the public displays where users have
different perspectives of the information on the public display [23]. Our goal was to determine if creating
a collaborative space enables collaboration and increases engagement.

For the experiment, the proposed 3D mobile interaction with public displays was deployed in
a controlled environment. We had two different groups choosing between the same answers to the
same questions—those that used the proposed 3D mobile interaction, and those that used a traditional
public display interaction. In order for all groups to have the same starting conditions, all participants
role-played their part with the information given to them, for example: age of the hikers, starting
time, and weather. The dependent variables were the time it takes to complete each task, the total
talking time, the quantity of topics that the group talks about, the type of conversations each group
has, and the number of tools and information the participants use to complete the task.

4.1. Context

A total of 40 participants (22 males, 18 females; age range 19–58; mean age 24.5 years) participated
in the study. Most of the participants were computer science students, but some were also community
members interested in testing a new way to control and interact with public displays. The participants
were asked to come with a friend, and each pair was randomly assigned to either the traditional
group (which used a static public display) or the mobile group (which used the proposed 3D mobile
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interaction prototype). The participants were asked to role-play as two tourists that want to spend the
day hiking and taking pictures of Dove Lake at Cradle Mountain National Park and to plan their route
with the given tools.

The proposed 3D mobile interaction prototype was adapted to this scenario. The focus was to
create a tool that casual hikers or tourists could use to plan a more informed hiking trip, focusing on
activities they would want to do in the park, e.g., taking pictures, looking for wildlife, and knowing
the “real” shape and inclination of each trail without relying on topographic lines that they may not
know how to read. The first modification to the prototype was to create a “more information” button
to give members of the same hiking group different points of view. This allowed each user to see three
different types of extra information on their private display, with information localized on top of the
public display information as follows:

1. Wildlife: with pictures of wildlife sighted at that position. The pictures show what types of
animals are commonly found there.

2. Landscapes: with pictures of the view from that position.
3. Notes: with extra information of that particular spot, mimicking comments other hikers could

leave on the public display.

The prototype also allowed users to select flags from the public display and transfer them to
the virtual layer, using a select and translate movement. When this happens, a 3D trail appears on
the virtual layer, which has figures of hikers to help users to define where the up position is located
and signs showing the elevation of the trail. The trail appears for all users viewing the public display
through a mobile device, and as it is 3D content, the information is different depending on the spot
where they are looking at it from. In this way they can move around the virtual 3D trail and see the
shape of the trail and the elevation, thus being able to plan a better hiking trip. In binding to this,
the user that brought the trail out of the screen would also see extra information for that trail on their
private screen as shown in Figure 5. This extra information includes: the trail name and number,
distance, elevation, and the average time to talk the trail. Additionally, there is mock-up weather
information shown for the day.
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The user’s evaluation was run at the HIT Lab AU in the University of Tasmania during September
2014. The workshop was adapted to emulate a real world location of the public display within
a controlled setting. A 27′ ′ iMac computer was used as the public display, and to complement the
information on the screen a real size print of the information was pasted around the map.

4.2. Theoretical Framework

Our usability test tries to answer our two research questions. To accomplish this, we divide our
theoretical framework into two areas for testing:

Collaboration

There has been considerable work where the collaboration level of groups around public displays
has been analyzed [24]. This includes work by Müller, et al. [3], Tang [25], and Reid, et al. [18]. For this
experiment, we defined collaboration as being “when working in groups, participants often conduct
face-to-face meetings to accelerate the exchange of ideas or opinions, or to complete a cooperative task”
(Kitamura et al. [26], p. 167).

To find if collaboration occurred, we used an approach similar to that described by Jakobsen and
HornbÆk [27], in which they analyzed the conversation patterns of a group’s conversations around
wall-sized public displays. In this approach, the group conversation of each session is divided into
subconversations according to the topic spoken about. Each time participants changed topics, a new
subconversation started. This means the number of conversations is equal to the number of main
topics spoken about. These subconversations are classified into three levels of verbal communication
between group participants [27]: the first level is silence, where no one is talking; the second level of
conversation is when one participant is talking; and the third level is when both are talking.

Engagement

The importance of engagement in public displays as a way to increase the time spent interacting
with them has been explored before (e.g., [28,29]). To identify if engagement occurs during the
experiment, we used the total task completion time as our main variable. We decided to use total time
as our main variable because the usability test meets the characteristics of what O’Brien and Toms [30]
described as the period of engagement in an activity. This period starts when users have already
been attracted to the user interface and have started an interaction. With this in mind, we designed
the experiment scenarios to test the presentation of feedback and information on the user interface.
Putting attention to those details was to put users in charge of the interaction and make them more
likely to stay in the engagement period [30].

Besides using the total task completion time to measure engagement, we also investigate if
collaboration encourages engagement between participants. To do this, we used the following indicators
identified by Bryan-Kinns et al. [6] to measure mutual engagement:

(1) Proximal interaction measure: measures how close participants work to each other.
(2) Mutual modification measure: indicates each participant’s contribution to the final results.
(3) Contribution to joint production measure: indicates the increased contribution to final results.

4.3. Design

This section describes a set of scenarios we created to encourage participants to collaborate with
each other in order to reach a group decision. We decided to base our scenarios on the needs of tourists
visiting national parks in Tasmania, for example casual hikers that need accessible information to
better plan their hikes. At this moment, there are onsite public displays with maps containing general
information related to the trails nearby, including representations of the hiking trails, the level of
difficulty of each trail, and the average time it takes to walk the trail. These maps do not however
provide enough information to help a beginner choose between two similar trails. For this reason,
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the goal of our scenarios was to give each member of the group the tools to sustain their opinion in
a discussion after individually exploring the public display in order to create mutual engagement.
Therefore, each scenario was designed to make participants consider different information in order to
reach the most suitable answer. All three scenarios were based on a public display already present
in Cradle Mountain National Park in Tasmania. At the beginning of each scenario, participants were
told about the localization of the public display in the map including where they were in relation to it
(i.e., “you are here”), and then told one of the following scenarios:

Scenario 1: In this scenario, participants were asked to compare two trails (Marion’s Lookout via
Wombat Pool and Marion’s Lookout via Lake Dove) that reach Marion’s Lookout, and to choose the
trail that presents the most challenge but is the shortest (less than 2 h). This scenario was determined
to be a way to test the use of the 3D models to create engagement, as the participants could use
them to explore each trail in depth and spend time comparing both trails. The right answer was
easy to spot, as Marion’s Lookout via Lake Dove’s trail is steeper. This information was easy to find
if the participants read the topographic lines. Other information that participants could take into
consideration, and as shown in the private display for each user, was the total time needed to complete
each trail (traditional group participants were informed verbally of the duration of each trail, as this
information was not available on the real public display), and the difficulty of the trail. In order to
equalize the role-playing of all groups, other constraints were given to each group. In particular, they
were told that they were a couple of fit hikers, the starting time was 10am, and the weather was cloudy.

Scenario 2: Participants in this scenario needed to compare three fixed positions on the same trail
(Dove Lake Circuit) in order to take the best picture of Dove Lake without getting into a dangerous
situation. The common information for all groups to role play during the scenario was that they were
two older people, the starting time was 1 pm, and the weather was hot. This scenario was designed
as a way to test the content augmentation interaction technique, as participants needed to explore
each geolocalized information on the trail, like pictures and notes in order to choose the right answer,
point 2. Participants in the traditional display condition used other types of information, like the shape
and inclination of the trail to decide the location. Although different information was used, the answer
could be the same, as all participants had the same starting conditions. For example, participants were
indicated the walking direction (clockwise), and they were given the choice to return the same way or
complete the circuit, which if the correct answer was chosen would mean avoiding the steepest part of
the trail.

Scenario 3: The final scenario was determined to test the relationship between the augmented
information and the content manipulation interaction techniques, as participants needed to compare
three fixed points on the same trail (Hanson’s Peak trail) taking into consideration the view and the
inclination of each point. The role playing information was that participants were looking for a flat
place to sit and have lunch, but at the same time the place needed to be high enough to get a good
view of Cradle Mountain. The information to standardize all groups was that participants were two
young casual hikers, the starting time was 9 am, and the weather was windy. In this scenario, the right
answer was point 2 and participants not only needed to take into consideration the inclination of the
trail (using the 3D model or topographic lines), but also the available geolocalized information and the
private information they would get, i.e. the amount of time it would take to reach the summit.

In each scenario, the final goal was to see if the use of three layers of information creates a fluid
interaction. Special attention was given to the ability of the participant to individually explore the map,
either by seeing augmented information, or by moving around the 3D content, as this ability gives
them multiple views of the same content, thus enabling them to sustain their opinion of what the best
answer was. Figure 6 shows two users of the 3D mobile interaction group partaking in the experiment.

To gather data of each group session in the proposed 3D mobile interaction prototype,
we implemented functionalities to automatically capture the user inputs (touch gestures, position,
rotation, and pointing to the public display). These inputs were sent to the server, where a synchronized
log for the two mobile devices was created. This log also included the start and end time of each
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scenario. Beside this, an audio log, also synchronized with the server time, was taken in order to record
the group’s conversation patterns needed to evaluate collaboration. In addition, we manually captured
data for the start and end times of each group, and data based on the observed number of times each
participant (i) pointed to the screen; (ii) talked to their group member; (iii) put their mobile device
down; and (iv) shared their mobile device with their teammate. Finally, each participant received
a questionnaire that let us see their answer to the scenario individually. This questionnaire was given
to the participants at the beginning to know statistical data (age, gender, hiking experience) and after
each scenario to know their answer to the question and what type of tools they used.
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All data obtained was transformed to quantitative data. In particular, the conversation patterns of
each group were analyzed in the following way. First we separated each group audio log into silence and
talking. Then we identified which group member was the one that was talking. If both group members
were having a discussion (less than one second of silence between the next answer) we classified this
as a “both talking” event. If a longer silence existed, that conversation was classified as “one talking”.
After we finished with this classification, we counted the number of seconds spent in each category and
the number of topics for each category. It is important to note that other considerations were taken into
account in order to be able to measure mutual engagement using these subconversations:

• Proximal interaction measure: To identify this characteristic, we limit the time between the
instance that one group member finishes talking and the time that the other members starts
talking (one second or less). If the silence time between each participant exceeded this limitation,
the subconversation was finished and a new one was started. This precaution was especially
important in identifying “both” subconversations.

• Mutual modification measure: To identify this characteristic, we counted a subconversation as
“both” when participants where incorporating different opinions to the discussion. When one
participant agrees on the other participant’s opinion, even with words, that conversation was
labelled as “one”.

• Contribution to joint production measure: To identify this characteristic, we only counted
towards the subconversation analysis the topics related to the content of the public display.

Once we analyzed all of the groups’ conversations, each of their total topics, one, both and silence
time were added together to get the mean and other statistical data for that information. Finally,
the data collected was analyzed using descriptive statistics (means and standard deviation for each
group) and inferential statistics (two-way ANOVA with repeated measures).
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To measure engagement, we count the seconds between starting time and ending time for
each scenario. Additionally, we take into consideration the following activities during and after the
experiment in order to fulfil the broader scope of engagement we mentioned previously:

• Novelty: the used elements in the user interface were analyzed to see the browsing pattern of
each user. We theorize that if users find the elements interesting or unusual they will seek them
out, clicking them multiple times and looking at all the information available.

• Engagement: our interface has three information levels and we take participants’ sustained
interest in the information if they explore all information levels. The three levels of information
available are:

# Level 1: geolocalized information on the map and accessible with one click.
# Level 2: more information (pictures, comments) on top of that geolocalized information and

accessible with two clicks.
# Level 3: 3D models only visible in the cooperative space and that enhance the information

already available on the public display. This information is accessible using touch gestures
like translation.

The software used to do the statistical analysis was IBM SPSS Version 22.

5. Results and Discussion

Before being able to compare how having different points of view enables collaboration around
public displays, we first analyzed the data to see if the knowledge acquirement between groups was
the same. We found that scenarios 1 and 3 had no statistical significant difference between them, which
means that the knowledge acquirement on these scenarios was similar, as both groups had statistically
the same number of right and wrong answers. However, in scenario 2, there was a statistical significant
difference between groups (Table 1).

Table 1. Scenarios two-way ANOVA results.

Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. Partial Eta Squared

Scenario 1 0.025 1 0.25 0.165 0.697 0.004
Scenario 2 1.225 1 1.225 6.166 0.018 0.140
Scenario 3 0.225 1 0.225 0.985 0.350 0.023

A further analysis of scenario 2 shows that the mobile group had specific information about
the scenario and that the traditional group had general information that could be used in any case.
Analyzing the written answers, some groups in the traditional display condition focused more on
taking a good picture than on the fact that two older people may have difficulty arriving at that spot.
For example, one traditional participant wrote “at point 3 there is elevated land which blocks the
view from 1 and 2; 3 has the best view because it is highest”. In opposition one mobile participant
wrote “Includes sitting bench and not too steep incline, good view of lake” (of point 1). Therefore,
the basic information on the map (distance, elevation, and shape of trail) was equally acquired in each
group. However extra information like landscape pictures and notes about the trail that the proposed
3D mobile interaction provides to the user are not available on the map and they can help users to
make a better decision. These results are not foreign to the proposed 3D mobile interaction as one
of the interaction techniques proposed is augmenting extra content on the public display that can be
personalized for each user.

5.1. Collaboration

Analysis showed no statistically significant difference between the time talking in each groups
and either conversation type (p > 0.05), however there is a statistical significant difference in topics
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between conversation types and groups. Due to the nature of the data, from an audio log, we cannot
say that “one talking” conversation type means or does not mean collaboration, as it would need to
compare it to other data like the visual attention of the participants during that conversation as done by
Jakobsen and HornbÆk [27] or the participant gestures as done by Tang [25]. However, with the “both
talking” conversation category, it is certain that there is collaboration and with the precautions taken
to divide the conversations we can use this category to determine if mutual engagement occurred.
The statistical significant difference between groups in that category (Table 2) means that the mobile
group discussed more topics in the third level conversation type:

Table 2. Group conversation patterns two-way ANOVA.

Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. Partial Eta Squared

Both conversation topics 60.000 1 60.000 6.790 0.012 0.0112
Both conversation time 2260.045 2 2260.045 1.106 0.298 0.021
One conversation topics 52.002 1 52.002 10.489 0.002 0.087
One conversation time 245.157 1 245.157 0.175 0.676 0.002

In the three scenarios, mobile interaction groups talked about more topics than the traditional
group interactions (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Groups topics discussed via talking.

A topic can be related to the scenario (weather, time), the information (inclination, distance) and
the group (giving tasks, asking opinions). By using the mobile device screen to augment information on
top of the public display, users were given multiple views that resulted in users discussing more topics
and more within a topic. Written answers from participants to the question about how the mobile app
allowed them to collaborate, verified this point. For example, one participant wrote “giving me a basic
information to discuss”, another participant also wrote “it allowed for greater communication and
clarification”. In conclusion, by analyzing the topics by talking, the results show that the mobile group
participants talked more and used more information while solving the scenarios.

5.2. Engagement

To measure engagement, the time spent doing each scenario for each group was analyzed.
In scenario 1, the mean between mobile groups and traditional groups is 2.65 with a standard deviation
of 1.531. In scenario 2, the mean between mobile groups and traditional groups is 3.10 with a standard
deviation of 1.861. In scenario 3, the mean between mobile groups and traditional groups is 2.10 with
a standard deviation of 1.252 (Figure 8).
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Analysis shows no statistically significant difference between the scenarios in either groups
(p > 0.05), however there is a statistical significant difference between interaction types and between
interaction types * scenarios (p > 0.05). The statistical difference presented between interaction types
(Table 3) is important in this study because it shows that creating a collaborative ambient environment
has an impact on the time spent using the public display. On the other hand, the statistical difference
between scenario * interactions means that depending on the task, users will spend different time
working on the scenarios.

Table 3. Task completion time.

Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. Partial Eta Squared

Scenario 10.300 3 3.433 1.789 1.157 0.069
Interaction 11.250 1 11.250 5.861 0.018 0.075

Scenario * interactions 20.50 3 6.817 3.551 0.019 0.129

ANOVA results for each factor and the interaction (*) between factors.

The results of task completion time show a trend that the subjects in the mobile group spent more
time doing the task. However, as stated in the previous section, total time is not enough to know if
engagement happened and other information needs to be taken into account. Therefore, we analyzed
the mobile group usage of the prototype to find if the interface achieved novelty and engagement.

To find if engagement with the user interface occurred, we analyzed the exploration pattern of each
user regarding the number of tools in each level used in each scenario. For Level 1 (content augmentation
buttons, four options available—wildlife, notes, landscapes, trail flag), participants used on average for
the three scenarios (75% of the tools). For Level 2 (3D interaction objects, four options available—camera,
comment, warning, highpoint), participants used on average 50% of the tools. For Level 3 (7 trails),
participants used on average 24% of the trails. Figure 9 shows the tools usage divided in scenarios and
in tools levels.

Based on the data showed earlier, we can say that participants used all the information levels
of the interface. Taking into consideration the questionnaire responses, we found that mobile group
participants rely on the tools that help them augment information on top of the map, such is the case
of Level 2 tools landscapes and notes. We also found that they complemented that information with
the Level 3 tools—3D models that showed the slope of the trail and brought the extra information.
In opposition to this traditional group, participants heavily relied on the topographic lines to make
a decision in all three scenarios. However, they complemented that information with the text around
the map that described the difficulty level of the trail and a description of the inclination. An interesting
result found is that in scenario 1, the same number of traditional group participants used the text
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around the map and the topographic lines to answer the question. More importantly, depending on
the scenario one level of information was more used than other, regardless of the difficulty to access it.
For example, scenario 1 needed to compare two trails and the data shows that more tools of that level
were used than of the two previous levels. However, in scenario 2, participants needed to differentiate
two spots on the same trail and participants found the augmented information useful so they equally
used Level 1 and Level 2 tools.
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We used the correlation of the previous results with the participant’s repetition pattern for the
tools in each level to show us the novelty of the user interface. The tool repetition pattern is illustrated
in Figure 10. On average for the three scenarios, participants used Level 1 tools 35.5 times, and for
tools in Level 2, participants used them 5.3 times on average (Figure 10).
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For level 3, we used the amount of time the 3D model spent on the collaborative space instead of
the number of trails sent to this space, because the 3D model could stay on the collaborative space for
the time the participant wanted, so they didn’t need to be sending it to the collaborative space in order
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to be using it. On average, participants had 1 min 22 seconds the 3D model on the collaborative space
(Figure 11).
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The data shown earlier shows us the interface novelty, measured in terms of the number of times
each tool level was repeatedly used. Each tool level repetition times decreased in each scenario, proven
by the statistical difference between the scenarios in each tool level. For tools level 1, the p-value
is 2.797 × 10−9, for tools level 2, the p-value is 3.517 × 10−7 and for tools level 3, the p-value is
3.038× 10−18. This result shows us that participants still used the available tools multiple times during
the experiment, however that usage decreased in each scenario. The wear-off of the novelty is not an
unexpected result, as the participants had the same content to explore during each scenario and they
solved these scenarios subsequently.

To create engagement, both interface usage and time should go hand on hand. Therefore, we can
base our answer to this question on the time participants spent solving the scenario and if the usage and
repetition times of the tools available for them. In the last section, the statistical significant difference
of time between interaction types (p > 0.05), plus a comprehensive analysis of the interface exploration
shows that participants not only used the tools available but also used them repeatedly, which mean
that engagement occurred when the mobile groups solved the scenarios.

At the beginning when discussing collaboration, the statistically significant difference in topics
between interactions (p > 0.05) was shown, which means that participants collaborate more between
them. In conclusion, the proposed 3D mobile interaction improves a user’s engagement by creating
a collaborative ambient environment where users can explore different information, while at the same
time interacting together and talking about their findings. Written answers from participants to the
question about how the mobile app allowed them to collaborate, state this point. For example,
one participant wrote, “We could both find information separately and compare and use extra
information like wildlife and tools”, Another participant wrote, “It allowed us to compare and discuss
the options together”.

6. Conclusions

In this article, a 3D mobile interaction technique was described and the results of its usability
study were presented. The proposed 3D mobile interaction using AR technologies merges the mobile
device’s private screen with the natural skills a 3D user interfaces uses in order to give users different
points of view of the 2D and 3D content on the public display. The usability study investigated if these
interaction techniques help users engage with public display more by creating a collaborative ambience.
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The usability study was based on a real world scenario, i.e., planning a hiking trip to Cradle
Mountain in Tasmania. It used a prototype developed using Unity 3D and C#. There were 20 groups
in total, with 10 groups using the proposed 3D mobile information (n = 20) and 10 groups using
a traditional interaction (n = 20). The groups were evaluated while planning three different scenarios
using the information available in the public display and the mobile device. Statistical data analysis
showed that having different views creates collaboration, by giving users the ability to explore the
public display content together, but at the same time being able to maintain their own investigation
speed (f = 6.790, sig. 0.012). Data analysis also showed that the proposed 3D mobile interaction
statistically increased the time spent on the public display by creating a collaborative ambience where
users can have different points of view of the same content at the same time (f = 5.861, sig. = 0.018).

The importance of this conclusion relies on the challenges that public displays face. One of them
is to get the users’ attention and to motivate users to start an interaction. Once the interactions
start, the challenge is to maintain their engagement regardless of the events around the public
display. Collaboration has already been found to be a way to motivate users to use public displays,
and our usability study results demonstrate that having different points of view enables collaboration
among users of public displays. Additionally, our results show that creating a collaborative ambient
environment can link to higher levels of engagement with public displays.

For future work, 3D mobile interactions with public displays can be explored in more depth,
especially their relationship to users. Our proposed 3D mobile interaction can also be extended in the
following respects:

1. The usability test scenario, bushwalking, was tested in a controlled environment inside the HIT
Lab AU. To evaluate the proposed 3D mobile interaction in a real setting, future analysis could
be done in a field study. This could lead to other types of collaboration this usability study did
not explore.

2. The proposed 3D mobile interaction was tested in one of the many scenarios where public
displays can be used. Future research can conduct other usability tests to evaluate the proposed
3D mobile interaction in one of those scenarios.

3. An off-location scenario of the interaction is interesting and worth exploring as a follow-up activity
after the initial on-location scenario engagement, which is the focus of this paper. This could
further increase the level of user engagement.
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